The four distributions chosen for the survival estimates are intended to cover a range of parametric survival estimation, since they cover constant (exponential), monotonic increasing or decreasing (Weibull), and hump-shaped (lognormal and log-logistic) hazard functions. Figure 1 graphs the hazard function from semi-parametric Cox proportional hazards estimation. The baseline hazard estimates indicate a hump-shaped hazard function, which supports the lognormal or log-logistic parameterizations. The AIC results do not strongly support any single parameterization across all the models, and the BIC generally supports the exponential distribution. It can be seen in tables 3 to 6 that the time ratios across distributional assumptions are broadly similar. Figure 2 shows a standard goodness of …t test for survival analysis, as described in Box- Ste¤ensmeier and Jones (2004) . The test is based on the cumulative Cox-Snell residuals from the regression using the lognormal distribution. Using the residuals as the analysis time, the integrated hazard rate is estimated from the non-parametric Kaplan-Meier survival function. The integrated hazard is plotted against the cumulative Cox-Snell residuals. A perfect …t would lie along the 45 degree line. Although the …t is not perfect, there is not serious cause for concern. The …t is best for the target/merger model. The target/spino¤ model has larger error due to the infrequency of events, and the acquirer model has more error toward the right hand side of the distribution. All four distributions yield similar graphs, so there is little evidence to support one distribution over another. Table 1 lists the sample of …rms used in the analysis. Table 2 replicates the primary analysis excluding Monsanto. The results remain essentially unchanged, except that the coe¢ cient on acquisition history for is sensitive to Monsanto's inclusion in the Acquirer model. Tables 3 to 6 compare the original distributional speci…cation (lognormal) to three 1 other distributions: exponential, Weibull, and log-logistic. The time ratios-especially for enforceability-are very consistent across speci…cations. No one speci…cation is preferred by the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) and Akaike information criterion (AIC) jointly, although the exponential is preferred by the BIC alone. Target---Spinoff
Note: Z-statistics in parantheses. * p<.1; ** p<.05; *** p<.01. Incremental effect ("FX") indicates the proportional impact on the time to failure from an interquartile increase in the independent variable (from 25th percentile to 75th percentile). All results assume the lognormal distribution, and are presented in the accelerated failure time metric as time ratios. Robust standard errors are clustered by firms.
Acquirer Target Target---Merger Note: Z-statistics in parantheses. * p<.1; ** p<.05; *** p<.01. Incremental effect ("FX") indicates the proportional impact on the time to failure from an interquartile increase in the independent variable (from 25th percentile to 75th percentile). All results are presented in the accelerated failure time metric as time ratios. Robust standard errors are clustered by firms.
Log-logistic Exponential
Weibull Lognormal Note: Z-statistics in parantheses. * p<.1; ** p<.05; *** p<.01. Incremental effect ("FX") indicates the proportional impact on the time to failure from an interquartile increase in the independent variable (from 25th percentile to 75th percentile). All results are presented in the accelerated failure time metric as time ratios. Robust standard errors are clustered by firms.
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